
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Impact of inflation on the foodservice coffee and tea market
•• Consumers’ growing preference for cold coffee beverages
•• Coffee shops and the metaverse/web3
•• Foodservice coffee and tea menu trends

The foodservice coffee and tea market has leapt from the proverbial frying
pan and into the fire. Consumers returned to coffee shops as COVID fears
dissipated, but rising inflation and high gas prices create new challenges
chains must overcome. 38% of consumers say they would make coffee drinks at
home instead of ordering away from home if coffee prices increased.

Rising inflation will threaten foodservice coffee and tea sales, particularly at
FSRs, as consumers cut back on discretionary expenditures. However, shifting
market conditions also create opportunities for certain foodservice coffee
segments. QSRs and c-stores can leverage their association with value and
position themselves as affordable alternatives to traditional coffee shops.
Brands can address increased consumer stress levels and market coffee/tea
beverages as personal treats that offer consumers relief during this period of
increased economic uncertainty.

The competitive threat of home beverages makes new drink innovation as
important as ever before; chains must create new unique drinks that will draw
in consumers. The development of new cold coffee beverages remains a key
area of opportunity for all foodservice coffee outlets. Gen Z consumers are
significantly more likely to order cold over hot coffee drinks and consumers as
a whole perceive cold coffee drinks as refreshing, tasty treats—craft premium
flavored cold coffee drinks that provide consumers with the energy and
refreshment needed to tackle daily challenges.
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“While the rise of remote work
due to COVID-19 will shift
market dynamics, remote
workers remain steadfast AFH
coffee and tea customers.
However, rising inflation will
create new challenges for
foodservice coffee/tea
outlets as price-sensitive
consumers will source their
own beverages from home.”
– Caleb Bryant, Associate
Director of Food and Drink
Reports
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• Operators spill the tea
Figure 18: Change in incidence of tea drinks on menu, Q4
2018-Q4 2021
Figure 19: Change in incidence of tea drinks on menu, by
segment, Q4 2018-Q4 2021
Figure 20: Change in incidence of tea drinks on menu – drink
flavors, Q4 2018-Q4 2021

• Consumers return to pre-pandemic behaviors

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

FOODSERVICE COFFEE AND TEA MENU TRENDS

THE CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
TRENDED AFH COFFEE AND TEA PURCHASES
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Figure 21: Trended AFH coffee and tea purchases, 2019-22
• Coffee is a drink best served cold to Gen Z and Millennial

consumers
Figure 22: AFH coffee purchases, by generation, 2022
Figure 23: AFH coffee and tea purchases, by generation,
2022

• Remote workers remain dedicated AFH coffee and tea
consumers
Figure 24: AFH coffee and tea purchases, by WFH status,
2022

• FSRs did not experience a post-pandemic coffee/tea sales
bump
Figure 25: Trended coffee and tea foodservice visitation,
2019-22

• Increased economic anxieties may benefit value-forward
chains
Figure 26: coffee and tea foodservice visitation, by financial
situation, 2022

• QSRs and C-stores can draw consumers away from high-
priced segments
Figure 27: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map –
Coffee/tea foodservice segment association, 2022
Figure 28: Coffee/tea foodservice segment association,
2022

• Cold coffee is the norm for young consumers
Figure 29: Coffee drinks ordered most often: hot vs cold,
2022
Figure 30: Coffee drinks ordered most often: hot vs cold, by
age, 2022
Figure 31: Coffee drinks ordered most often: hot vs cold, by
gender and age, 2022

• Hot coffee is associated with comfort and familiarity
Figure 32: Reasons for ordering hot coffee drinks most often,
by age, 2022

TRENDED COFFEE AND TEA FOODSERVICE VISITATION

FOODSERVICE COFFEE AND TEA SEGMENT ASSOCIATIONS

AFH COFFEE: HOT VS COLD

REASONS FOR ORDERING HOT COFFEE DRINKS MOST OFTEN
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• Cold coffee is a refreshing treat
Figure 33: Reasons for ordering cold coffee drinks most often,
by age, 2022

• Consumers habitually consume cold coffee drinks
Figure 34: Cold coffee consumption frequency: MTO vs RTD,
2022

• Expand cold coffee beverage choices
Figure 35: Cold coffee consumption frequency: MTO, by
generation, 2022

• Remote work has not diminished consumers’ demand for
AFH cold coffee
Figure 36: Cold coffee consumption frequency: MTO, by
remote work status, 2022

• Retain price-sensitive cold coffee consumers via promotions
and deals
Figure 37: Cold coffee consumption frequency: MTO, by
financial situation, 2022

• Foodservice faces pressure from RTD coffee
Figure 38: Cold beverage perception: MTO vs RTD, 2022

• MTO cold coffee drinks are personal treats for older
consumers
Figure 39: Cold beverage perception: MTO, by age, 2022

• Decision-making process dictated by a combination of
quality, convenience and price
Figure 40: AFH coffee purchase factors, 2022

• “Good enough” is just OK with Gen Z consumers
Figure 41: AFH coffee purchase factors, by generation, 2022
Figure 42: AFH coffee purchase factors, by age and HHI,
2022

• Innovation combats the threat from home-sourced coffee
Figure 43: AFH coffee attitudes, 2022

• Foodservice can save coffee’s future
Figure 44: coffee attitudes, sustainability attitudes, 2022

• Millennials are engaged coffee enthusiasts

REASONS FOR ORDERING COLD COFFEE DRINKS MOST OFTEN

COLD COFFEE CONSUMPTION FREQUENCY: MTO VS RTD

COLD COFFEE PERCEPTION: MTO VS RTD

AFH COFFEE PURCHASE FACTORS

AFH COFFEE ATTITUDES
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Figure 45: AFH coffee attitudes, any agree, by generation,
2022

• Successful offerings in urban areas may not translate to
suburban or rural areas
Figure 46: AFH coffee attitudes, any agree, by area, 2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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